UCM/CQ ClearCase® Intermediate

Overview
Recommended follow-on to the UCM/CQ ClearCase Fundamentals course for software developers. This one-day, hands-on course covers parallel development aspects of the tool required for most software development efforts.

Prerequisites
- UCM/CQ ClearCase Fundamentals course or equivalent ClearCase experience

Objectives
At the end of this course, students will understand the parallel development aspects of ClearCase and will be able to use UCM/CQ ClearCase tools and procedures to accomplish typical software development configuration management tasks.

Outline
- Non-selected Versions: Display/access a version outside the view
- Diff Tool: Diff element versions
- Merge Basics: Merge tool basics
- Merge Files: Merging file element versions
- Directory Merge: Merging directories and handling conflicts
- Unreserved Checkouts: Working in parallel on single branch
- Baselines: Creating project baselines in UCM
- Recommend Baselines: Recommending baselines in UCM
- Deliver: Using the Deliver tool to submit work in UCM project
- Partial Deliver: Delivering individual activities in UCM project
- Rebase: Using the Rebase tool to update working UCM environment
- Custom Rebase: Overriding recommended baselines in UCM
- Review: Daily life cycle UCM exercise

Contact us to choose appropriate modules for your workgroup from our library of over 800 modules.